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CAM2® FUEL STORAGE STABILIZER is a combination of additives designed to protect engines and fuel systems against de-posit, rust and corrosion. Use to treat fuel for long term storage. Can be used in gas cans, tanks, cars, trucks, boats, ATV's, snow mobiles, lawn mowers, snow blowers, chain saws, generators, and any 2 or 4 stroke gasoline fueled engine.

CAM2® CARB & FUEL INJECTOR CLEANER eliminates rough idling due to partially plugged injectors, cleans and lubricates injectors, and restores lost power. This cleaner doesn’t contain harmful alcohols.

CAM2® OIL TREATMENT reduces friction, extends engine life, and makes the engine run smoother. It also reduces oil consumption and engine blow-by, keeps oil seals and gaskets supple, eliminates “cold-starts”, cleans engine gum and varnish over a long period of time, and can be used in manual transmissions and rear ends to extend gear life.

CAM2® OCTANE BOOSTER is an effective treatment for knocks, pings and after-run (dieseling). It neutralizes combustion acids, increases the octane number in gasoline, and protects the fuel system against rust & corrosion. This booster is also effective with methanol and alcohol fuel mixtures.

CAM2® DIESEL CONDITIONER & ANTI GEL works to clean lines, displace water from diesel fuel and filter all year round. Helps prevent gelling during cold weather. Maintains cetane rating for quicker starting and compensates for lower BTU’s by improving combustion which increases power to your engine.

CAM2® MOTOR SEALER stops oil leaks, including main seals.

CAM2® POWER STEERING MOTOR SEALER stops and prevents leaks occurring in the power steering fluid reservoir.

**CAM2® Gas Treatment**
CAM2® GAS TREATMENT is poured into the gas tank. It has a special blend of cleaners that effectively scavenges and emulsifies water due to condensation and polar deposits in the fuel delivery system and injectors. This leaves the injector coil and lamination coating unharmed. Helps to: reduce rough idle, cleans system from tank to engine, restore lost power, and clean fuel lines. It is safe for both fuel injected and carbureted vehicles.

**CAM2® Carb & Fuel Injector Cleaner**
CAM2® CARB & FUEL INJECTOR CLEANER has a special blend of cleaners that effectively scavenges and emulsifies water due to condensation and polar deposits in the fuel delivery system and injectors. This leaves the injector coil and lamination coating unharmed. Helps to: reduce rough idle, cleans system from tank to engine, restore lost power, and clean fuel lines. It is safe for both fuel injected and carbureted vehicles.
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CAM2® DIESEL CONDITIONER AND ANTI GEL is poured into the fuel tank. It has a special blend of cleaners that effectively scavenges and emulsifies water due to condensation and polar deposits in the fuel delivery system and injectors. This leaves the injector coil and lamination coating unharmed. Helps to: reduce rough idle, cleans system from tank to engine, restore lost power, and clean fuel lines. It is safe for both fuel injected and carbureted vehicles.
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**CAM2® Power Steering Motor Sealer**
CAM2® POWER STEERING MOTOR SEALER stops and prevents leaks occurring in the power steering fluid reservoir.
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CAM2® GAS TREATMENT is poured into the gas tank. It has a special blend of cleaners that effectively scavenges and emulsifies water due to condensation and polar deposits in the fuel delivery system and injectors. This leaves the injector coil and lamination coating unharmed. Helps to: reduce rough idle, cleans system from tank to engine, restore lost power, and clean fuel lines. It is safe for both fuel injected and carbureted vehicles.
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CAM2® CARB & FUEL INJECTOR CLEANER has a special blend of cleaners that effectively scavenges and emulsifies water due to condensation and polar deposits in the fuel delivery system and injectors. This leaves the injector coil and lamination coating unharmed. Helps to: reduce rough idle, cleans system from tank to engine, restore lost power, and clean fuel lines. It is safe for both fuel injected and carbureted vehicles.
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CAM2® OCTANE BOOSTER is an effective treatment for knocks, pings and after-run (dieseling). It neutralizes combustion acids, increases the octane number in gasoline, and protects the fuel system against rust & corrosion. This booster is also effective with methanol and alcohol fuel mixtures.
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